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Discoms ask PWD, MCD to get meters for streetlights 

Smriti Kak Ramachandran 

The bills would now be generated on the basis of actual consumption

NEW DELHI: Power distribution companies that will supply energy for the new streetlights to be
installed in the Capital have shot off letters to the Public Works Department and the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi to speed up the process of seeking metered connections for these lights.

According to a Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission order, the discoms would provide
metered connections to the streetlights and bills would be generated on the basis of actual
consumption.

Prior to the commencement of the Commonwealth Games in 2010, Delhi will have new
streetlights with better illumination and a fancier look. “It has come to the notice of the discoms
that in some places the PWD and the MCD have started using the new streetlights which use
400 watt fittings instead of the old 250 watt fittings without seeking a proper metered
connection,” said a Power Department official.

In some places the civic agencies have been using both the old as well as the new fittings
simultaneously. Faced with a loss in revenue, the discoms have now written to the civic
agencies to apply for metered connections and get the old ones removed.
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“Earlier the discoms used to charge the PWD and the MCD on normative consumption based
on wattage (250 watts). Each pole on the main roads and on the streets has two fittings each.
So if the PWD and the MCD use the connections meant for 250 watts for lighting 400 watts the
discoms stand to lose money,” the official said.

Admitting that some discrepancies have been reported in the use of new streetlights, a discom
official said: “We have received 60-70 applications for a metered connection so far. But the
process needs more streamlining, especially at the MCD’s end.” Ahead of the Commonwealth
Games, old streetlights are being installed that have a higher lux (unit of luminance). While the
250 watt fittings used earlier had a lux level of 15-25, the news ones have a lux level of 35 and
above and are mounted on 11.5-metre poles to cover a wider area.
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